
Films can tell us a lot about the country in which they were made. What have 
you learned about a country from watching its movies? Use specific 
examples and details to support your response. 

 

Film, as an audio and visual motion picture, is absolutely one of the imperative means 
and  to communicate with audience --- both inside the country in which it is made and 
outside it. There are a wide variety of films for any interests, namely: documentary, 
mystery, comedy , historical  and thriller, by which people can entertain themselves. 
While majority of people watch TV to have indulging pastime, to me, things I learn from 
a film makes it valuable.  

Perhaps the first and most significant effect of films on viewers is introducing the 
culture of its nation-men. People have the chance to get familiar with cultural events of 
each country by watching movie. For instance, in some films you can obtain information 
about important festivals in certain countries, the purpose of holding them, when they 
are celebrated  and also who the participants  in these occasions are . I personally claim 
that as  everyone does not have this opportunity to visit all countries around the world 
by watching movies which are made based on these events,  we can learn  a lot  about 
traditional costumes, food and dance and the like .   

Secondly, several films show the civilization of some nationalities. These kinds of films 
are attractive for people who have a passion for a history. For example, numerous 
movies are made based on Egypt, China and Iran history. Most people know that these 
countries are cradle of civilization; however, they don’t have adequate knowledge about 
former centuries and improvements which were in these countries. I reckon that these 
movies obviously strike a chord with audience to have further studies about past. 



To sum up, I best postulate  that movies not only are the fantastic ways for people to 
indulge in their pastime but also they can be powerful and invaluable methods to 
spread knowledge as well as  information about all nationalities  in the  globe. 

By : Haleh 

 

Comment : A good essay with a flowing organization. The underlined are masterly 
used. The essay could be best ` pictured ` by a nice stormy beginning.   

  

 


